
Description Monthly Annual Total
Rent, Utilities, Etc. $665 $7,980
Education, Taxes $470 $5,640
Food, Clothing $596 $7,152
Auto Maintenance and Repair $3,000 $3,000
Fuel, Auto Expenses $381 $4,572
Gear, Ministry Supplies $341 $4,092
Classroom Rent $100 $1,200
Communication, Travel $260 $3,120

$2,813 $3,000 $36,756
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Men’s Meetings

FAR NORTHERN RUSSIA

Yura Belonozhkin, his wife Masha and two boys live above the Arctic Circle where he ministers to men in a variety of settings. In the summer of 2004, Yura was commissioned by his 
church in St. Petersburg to go to the northernmost reaches of Russia – to the region near Murmansk. Without Jesus many of the men are (or will soon be) drug addicted or without hope.  

  Yura leads Bible study classes on many North Fleet vessels, and he organizes and mobilizes men’s spiritual retreats. Yura sets the agenda, makes the logistical arrangements, lines up 
the speakers and teachers (often in partnership with Swedish and Norwegian pastors) and commits the event to prayer.  

  Yura uses a program for men he developed using materials by Robert Lewis, John Eldredge and others. Masha serves women in many churches in the Murmansk region. She is the 
women’s ministry leader in Kola Christian Church Association. She also leads crafts classes for the unbelieving women, helping the churches reach them. 

This is where FNR serves; visit our Ministry Map for more information

Special Projects: 

Four sets of camping gear for 
men who lack proper equipment, 
plus three big tents for lodging 
and meetings: $4000 

A ministry vehicle, an army 
4WD van, able to take up to 10 
men with their gear to camp. 
Estimated $12,000 - $15,000.
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